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“I enjoyed the panel session. They gave honest answers for real-world situations and I valued that.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“I enjoyed listening to Donna Meyer speak. Her stories sparked self-reflection in my education/clinical experiences.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“I enjoyed the resume and interview advice given to the students.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“Employment opportunities.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“Meeting with vendors.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“The opening speaker (the one who went to Haiti) was awesome!”

-Maryland Association of Nursing Students (MANS) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“The break out sessions.”

-Maryland Association of Nursing Students (MANS) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“Meeting other student nurses.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“Social interaction with other professionals in my field.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“The networking with schools and hospitals.”
-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“I really liked talking to colleges about masters programs.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“I really enjoyed speaking with the different vendors. There were a lot of careers I had never previously known about or considered.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“Meeting potential employers and learning about programs they have available for new grads.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“The guest speaker and her lecture on staying true to yourself and values as a nurse.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“I enjoyed the individual sessions, they were all so different from one another and provided great information.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“I enjoyed all of the different sessions to go to; it was very interesting to learn about recent evidence based practice and what is going on in nursing.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Name one aspect of the day that you enjoyed the most.
“To make sure you provide the same consistent care every day leaving problems outside of the workplace.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Nurses are leaders through advocating.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“The understanding that you are always learning and growing in nursing and it’s okay that I don’t know everything.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Always keep an open mind and be willing to learn new things!”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Don’t be afraid to ask for help.”
-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“To immediately start on my BSN.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Changing my resume with some tips I learned today.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Identifying opportunities for growth and professional development.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Always keep learning.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“The importance of continuing my education in nursing.”
-Maryland Association of Nursing Students (MANS) Convention

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Advocacy.”

-Maryland Association of Nursing Students (MANS) Convention

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“The importance of leadership skills in nursing!”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Keeping current nursing practice up to date with our ever changing environment, will encourage me to maintain my skills through constant education.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Obtaining a higher degree and continuing my education in nursing.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“I learned that I can go right from my BSN to a DNP program without having to complete my Master’s first.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Being an advocate to your patients.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

Specify one thing that you learned that you plan to apply directly to your nursing practice.
“Precepting opportunities, nurse externships, and certifications for various nurse specialties.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

What other topics would have interested you?
“How to prepare for specialty certifications (CCRN).”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

What other topics would have interested you?
“Volunteer work in nearby communities.”
-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

What other topics would have interested you?
“How to choose your field.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

What other topics would have interested you?
“Dealing with workplace issues and patient issues.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

What other topics would have interested you?
“Transition from student to nurse.”

-Nursing Student Leadership Workshop

What other topics would have interested you?
“Preparing for a job search.”

-Maryland Association of Nursing Students (MANS) Convention

What other topics would have interested you?
“More about all the possible things you can do with a nursing degree.”

-Maryland Association of Nursing Students (MANS) Convention

What other topics would have interested you?
“Specialized nursing, i.e. wound care, hospice care, etc.”
- Maryland Association of Nursing Students (MANS) Convention

What other topics would have interested you?
“How to manage stress at a work place among patient, family and co-workers.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

What other topics would have interested you?
“New medications, specific nursing departments such as trauma, and new technology that will be used in the nursing field.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

What other topics would have interested you?
“Internship opportunities.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

What other topics would have interested you?
“Nursing civility.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

What other topics would have interested you?
“Education scholarships available to nurses.”

-Maryland Nurses Association (MNA) Convention

What other topics would have interested you?